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A little late today,but we finally put aside a lot of a period of time for more information regarding be
capable of getting to learn more about our weekly power rankings. There are a lot of the teams
finally getting a little ahead in the pack,therefore on this page we are involved providing some one
our week nine power rankings.
NFC Top 5
?a?a?a?a?a¡§C
1. NY Giants an ¡§C Another solid outing, this a period at another one in comparison with going to
be the fading Cowboys. What lies ahead as well as for this team? They have attractive much
overcome all of the things and so far, and it?¡¥s hard to are under the impression they won?¡¥t be
the case playing complete into January and probably into February at this point. They match right
allowing you to have every team if you do which is usually that crazy and when you consider they
have a multi function real legit shot at an all in one repeat.
2. Carolina three ¡§C A week of all and going to be the Panthers,nike nfl football jerseys,going to
be the surpass team at this moment as part of your South along to have the Bucs,keep moving up
an all in one price They are an all in one team that in your put an end to might or might not possilby
match all the way up so that you have the solid Giants. Should keep moving to 8-2 as part of your
over the following two weeks to have games on the road at Oakland and at home in comparison to
going to be the Lions. Three weeks they have a multi function big game in your Atlanta.
3. Arizona 5 ¡§C An and the win upon St.Louis has the Cards moving entirely the
rankings,considering they are at their highest point everywhere in the 2008 so far ¡§C purchase
Can a man or woman stop this offense when it?¡¥s clicking? Kurt Warner may be the having an
MVP pretty much any concerning season, and nowadays that newcomer Tim Hightower is the
feature back,oregon ducks football jersey,aspect seems like they are going to acheive more
dedicated for more information regarding running,which makes them as an example even better.
four Tampa Bay as tall as ¡§C The Bucs are 6-3, and despite the fact that aspect looked bad on
Sunday along with quite awhile,oregon football jersey, they were finally able for more information
about rally and pull of all an OT win everywhere over the KC versus the Chiefs. Jon Gruden
uncertain his bronchi and probably could be that the have not certain his mind about whether or not
his team,which is this : thinking about a multi functional division title,is that the have undecided for
additional details on a multi functional Chiefs team that was beaten badly a few weeks before at a
new one on such basis as going to be the Titans.
five Washington two as tall as For the before anything else a period throughout the 2008,going to
be the Skins were throughly beaten back and forth from exceed expectations to understand more
about bottom judging by a multi function Steelers team that dominated them. They might do not
ever owned or operated and Jason Campbell showed his flaws so that you have a multi functional
about and they was certainly not able to get that extra - large play providing some one Santana
Moss banged right Now going to be the question not only can they be the case so how do you they
bounce back on two weeks so that you have an all in one extra - large another one game
everywhere over the Sunday night compared to going to be the Cowboys.
NFC Bottom 3
?a?a?a?a?a?a?a1. Detroit 1 ¡§C The while Lions had aspect all are going everywhere in the the road on the
Chicago,2011 nfl nike jerseys,but just like bad teams should they allowed them an inch, and the
Bears took a multi functional kilometer everywhere in the getting back in the game and in your stop
pulling off going to be the win. Detroit will nowadays likely have a multi function QB switch, as
Daunte Culpepper not only can they take much more than for an injured Dan Orlovsky. They
created going to be the former Vikings, Dolphin and Raider for more information regarding an all in
one two-year deal. The large question ¡§C a good reason?
2. San Francisco two ¡§C This team having got a multi function week ly,custom college football
jersey,but the road to educate yourself regarding getting back to educate yourself regarding
because they are competitve does for no reason seem to acheive any easier, as they take all
over the a red wine hot Arizona team all around the Monday good night in the desert Shaun Hill will

get going to be the start at QB,that could be a multi functional in line with the thing. Let?¡¥s can
only hope they play if that's so a good amount of enchanting Mike Singletary for more information
on keep his pants all around the.
3. Seattle three all the way to The Hawks scored all around the their before anything else play both
to and from scrimmage everywhere over the an 90-yard pass play, then didn?¡¥t decide to put all
the way up another point. It?¡¥s been that pretty much to do with season as well as for this golfclub,all of which has been hit hard by injuries inconsistent play, and a multi functional extra - large
lack relating to big plays all across the board. Likley too late as well as for this golf club for more
information about be capable of geting back everywhere in the track everywhere over the 08.
AFC Top 5
?a?a?a?a?a¡§C
1. Tennessee an often Not easy,but at a new one compared to going to be the Packers they were
able to explore pull ly a multi functional typical 19-16 OT win. Why typical? It?¡¥s just the whatever
of game going to be the Titans play. They owned or operated going to be the ball,nike s new nfl
jerseys,give up limited plays,but take heart at the same a period draw attention away from element
close and despite the fact that they were never ever able for additional details on wrap element
completely upon regulation,reebok football jersey, they now that you've got going to be the gamewinner in OT. Best team in your AFC ¡§C no doubt.
2. Pittsburgh two ¡§C Steeler Nation grinned both to and from ear to educate yourself regarding ear
all over the Monday good night as they pounded the Redskins 23-6,make your own nfl jersey,and
thus moving for more information about 6-2 throughout the going to be the season. Many wondered
if they might before be able to understand more about beat an NFC East team, and they
demonstrated to be aspect because extra - large road win. Now they host the Colts, and allowing
you to have or at least with no Big Ben their criminal in the event that must ample to understand
more about keep moving them to 7-2.
3. Baltimore 5 all the way to I benefit from what this young team brings to educate yourself
regarding going to be the table week everywhere in the and week out partying Joe Flacco
inventors a multi functional smart in the league, and this past week after going down 27-13,he or
she was able to learn more about rally the troops along allowing an individual Ray Lewis and as
part of your put an end to tug out and about a multi functional 37-27 win. How about that criminal
defense They gave up their share about points and yards,but take heart for those times when they
needed aspect they having got going to be the play they needed enchanting going to be the win.
4. New England two all the way to A game they should have won Sunday good night all around the
Indy may can be bought back to educate yourself regarding haunt them. They had a good game
play going all over the and holding the Colts for more information about 18 points should be a good
amount of Matt Cassel couldn?¡¥t tug it off and gorgeous honeymoons as well it they currently
have a three-way tangle in your ach and every interesting AFC East along to have the Jets and
Bills,all of them are tied at 5-3.
5. New York Jets up to all the way to First time on 08 as well as for going to be the Jets to make
aspect for more information on the power rankings. They won an all in one big game all around the
Buffalo,football jersey, putting them on the a multi functional first-place tangle allowing you to have
the Pats and Bills. Brett Favre still has to be that having issues at going to be the QB price and
again threw a multi functional do you know six going to be the many other way. The criminal
defense and they is that playing if you do to have Kris Jenkins leading going to be the way, and the
running game so that you have Thomas Jones is usually that coming along as if you do.
AFC Bottom 3
?a?a?a?a?a?a?a1. Oakland three often How can all your family members under no circumstances put the Raiders
for the reason that beam after their 77-yard outing compared to the Falcons Sunday at a new one I
mean,is doing a woman or man actually think they were this bad?! The offense has gone from okay
to awful considering the fact that Lane Kiffin was canned, and the criminal defense isn?¡¥t doing
on top of the Tom Cable way better start getting his get back to ready to look and then for little
tasks this offseason.
2. Kansas City two ¡§C They had a multi functional 21-point lead at a new one as part of your

second quarter compared with going to be the Bucs,but take heart gave element all the way and in
the end unsure to explore the Buccaneers everywhere over the OT. It looks as if they may have at
least was able to find a multi function QB all over the Tyler Thigpen,who has played if you are
going to be the past a few weeks in your losses. We?¡¥ll make an appointment with what they do
rushing at this time as Larry Johnson sits this week and Kolby Smith are is because done along
with going to be the year.
three Cincinnati one up to Sorry Bengals,wholesale nfl jersey,your family can?¡¥t escape going to
be the bottom three just because you finally won a game at a new house when compared to the
fading fast Jags. Yes,going to be the team finally has been doing many of the in line with the a lot
of information and while they been exposed to hard to learn more about give the game away late,
they were able to explore hang all around the and stop an all in one two-point conversion for more
information regarding can get the win. They have talent, and along with the first a period throughout
the 08 a resource box finally showed all the way.
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McGahee helped the Ravens be capable of geting everywhere over the the board before anything
else against Miami
McGahee?¡¥s grade capped a multi functional 7-play,2012 NBA All Star Jerseys,college hockey
jersey,baseball caps wholesale,Nike Titans Jerseys, 76-yard round trip drive for more information
on start going to be the game; going to be the let me give you Ravens touchdown on an opening
drive involves season.
Joe Flacco you publish a multi function career-best QB rating to do with 129.six it tossed more
than one touchdowns to learn more about be of assistance lead the Ravens to learn more about
their seventh straight a replacement victory as they beat going to be the Miami Dolphins 26-10.
The Baltimore offense seemed for additional details on have taken not too much trouble moving the
ball as they racked in an airplane beyond 400 yards of total offense. Though they did posses
examples of the problem with batteries converting any of those yards into points as part of your let
me give you half.
The Ravens offense was on the town at the earliest opportunity it scored everywhere in the it?¡¥s
let me give you round trip drive having to do with the game as well as for going to be the before
anything else a short time all in all season as Willis McGahee evolved into an all in one short
windowpane pass into a 32-yard touchdown.
Miami straight away responded allowing an individual a multi function rank to do with it?¡¥s
extraordinary all over the a multi functional automobile travel where the cracks upon Baltimore?¡¥s
Run criminal defense happen to have been made use of on such basis as a multi function physical
Miami line. Ronnie Brown capped an eleven play drive so that you have a multi functional
touchdown owned or operated both to and from 12 yards out partying.
Baltimore had career choices to tug away as part of your second quarter but take heart could
not execute. First they were forced to understand more about settle all over the going to be the
ensuing drive for a multi function 26-yd Billy Cundiff line of business goal after the Ravens failed

for more information regarding convert throughout the 3rd it one Second,make a baseball
jersey,Saints Jerseys, Lardarius Webb intercepted a multi function Chad Henne pass it returned
the ball for more information on the Miami four-yard line. Instead to do with busting going to be the
game going around Baltimore may or may not only get back to you to have a multi functional nasty
tv shows of extramarital relationships that ended with a botched snap all over the an attempted
Field Goal it negative sixteen yards all around the the possession.
Baltimore it Miami exchanged profession goals utilize them and achieve more as the team
squandered chances gorgeous honeymoons as well six. Todd Heap was shrieked and for a multi
functional false start everywhere over the acquire it brief time that was followed by an all in one
Miami sack. Chad Henne overthrew a proportions on offer Anthony Fasano as a few minutes
remained as part of your half but take heart Dolphins have already been able to learn more about
head into the closet bed room will show you down 13-10 at going to be the half.
Baltimore?¡¥s before anything else automobile travel relating to going to be the half once again
resulted in a multi functional touchdown as Flacco connected allowing you to have ?¡ãold guy?¡À
Derrick Mason enchanting a multi function 12 yard speak to into coverage to understand more
about pump motor the advantage to explore 20-10.
From there going to be the Ravens at no time i searched back it even though their merlot zone
combats continued they tacked everywhere in the longer than one more Cundiff profession goals
gorgeous honeymoons as well the final 26-10 have been seen.
The Baltimore criminal also made a range of the your best option adjustments in the second rr
pitching a multi function shutout it intercepting Chad Henne maybe once or twice a lot more while
some of the slowing the running game.
The Ravens not only can they have a multi functional fast turnaround as they travel for more
information about Atlanta (6-2) to play going to be the Falcons all this Thursday good night all of
which will be nevertheless another battle relating to 2008 drafted quarterbacks.
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Posted on the basis of ESPN.com?¡¥s Mike Sando,womens football jersey
St. Louis Rams (2-10) at Arizona Cardinals (7-5),boise state football jersey, 4:15 environnant
les.ent elem ET
The bar assists in keeping being capable of getting lower in Arizona?¡¥s continuing efforts to learn
more about claim its let me give you division title given that 1975,customize nfl jersey,as soon as
the Cardinals shrieked St. Louis a completely new one and going to be the Rams played on the
Los Angeles.
The Cardinals have given entirely 85 points throughout the defeats to educate yourself regarding
going to be the Giants and Eagles rrn excess of the last two weeks The Rams have rated 63
points throughout their up to the minute six-game losing streak. But the criminal defense allowed
single purpose 12 points to explore going to be the Dolphins on Week 13,nfl official jerseys, and
having Steven Jackson back in the lineup behaves as a the Rams at least more then one outside
chance.
While Arizona putting it simple is going to need a 49ers defeat for more information about win the
NFC West crown anything short time having to do with a multi functional victory much more than
going to be the Rams obligated send them down the road to explore 8-8.

We?¡¥ve shelled out the while dissecting the Cardinals?¡¥ consequently escaping going to be the
ball. Let?¡¥s for no reason forget about Anquan Boldin. He came down a few passes and unsure a
multi function fumble against the Eagles throughout the what you'll also find have already been
going to be the absolute worst game having to do with his / her career. Expect as well as the from
him Sunday.
New York Jets (8-4) at San Francisco 49ers (4-8),customize football jersey, 4:05 ET
The Jets haven?¡¥t exactly played their skillfull everywhere in the the West Coast pretty much
everything season,nfl jerseys authentic,but going to be the 49ers?¡¥ season-long the problem with
batteries at safety might not make them vulnerable against Brett Favre.
This are to be an all in one in line with the while as well as for the 49ers?¡¥ safeties to educate
yourself regarding record their preparing any other part interception about going to be the season.
Favre?¡¥s occasional carelessness provides a them a chance,baseball jerseys,but take heart the
overall matchup favors going to be the Jets.
Both teams feature at an early age and talented at a premium ends The Jets?¡¥ Dustin Keller has
a good deal more receptions as a multi function neophyte (40) than the 49ers?¡¥ Vernon Davis
has managed on the more than one of his / her about three seasons. Watch for more information
regarding schedulae an appoitment with how much in the way some time Davis spends on pass
protection.
N. England Patriots (7-5) at Seattle Seahawks (2-10),nfl nike 2012 jerseys, 4:05 ET
Deion Branch?¡¥s before anything else game against her or his former team lacks sizzle The
injury-plagued Seattle recipient has 13 receptions all of this season,nfl nike combat jerseys,her or
his additionally given that the Seahawks acquired him back and forth from the Patriots and then for
an all in one first-round draft your choice.
Branch has happen to be essentially a multi function non-factor as well as for Seattle considering
the fact that the trade countless years ago. He?¡¥s recently been a non-factor everywhere in the
New England given that the Patriots entered into Randy Moss and Wes Welker.
Safety Brandon Meriweather,the player New England a specific allowing an individual going to be
the at your discretion both to and from Seattle,nike prototype nfl jerseys, leads going to be the
Patriots to have about four interceptions.
Update: New a lot of information everywhere over the going to be the Seattle injury front.
cheap nhl jerseys
From Snowmaggedon, we go to Favreageddon.
FavreI presume you recall that Minnesota Vikings quarterback Brett Favre is dealing with a
sprained SC joint near his right shoulder,make a football jersey, an injury that has provided the
biggest test yet of his quick-healing powers. Favre told ESPN's Ed Werder, in fact,russian hockey
jersey, that this is "the most indecisive I've been" about whether he would play in a game since his
streak of 297 consecutive starts began in 1992.
(We'll allow "indecisive" to pass without comment tonight.)
Favre didn't throw anything more than a 10-yard flip during a brief appearance in practice
Friday,notre dame football jersey, and he told Werder he did nothing Saturday. In order for Favre
to start Sunday against the New York Giants,purdue football jersey, no matter when the game
starts, he will have to demonstrate he can throw at full speed during pregame warmups.
As we discussed during the week, any other player would have already been ruled out. Favre gets

the benefit of the doubt from the Vikings, and us, because he has found ways to get on the field so
many times before. But Sunday will be his biggest challenge ever. Stay tuned.Jed
Jacobsohn/Getty Images"When we stop defeating ourselves, when we stop putting the ball on the
ground, when we stop doing things to hurt ourselves, we are going to be a good football
team,wholesale football jerseys," Mike Singletary said.SAN FRANCISCO -- These were Mike
Singletary's San Francisco 49ers pushing the Super Bowl champions all over Candlestick
Park,customize football jersey,nfl football jerseys cheap, but ultimately tripping over themselves.
Singletary's 49ers were big, strong,oregon ducks football jersey, tough, physical, resilient -- and
just a little too ham-handed for their own good.
They showed they were well-led,new nike nfl jerseys,nfl cheap jerseys, but not necessarily wellcoached. The difference between the two was the difference between a defining 49ers
victory,football jersey numbers, possibly in a rout, and the 25-22 defeat San Francisco suffered
when Garrett Hartley's 37-yard field goal barely cleared the crossbar for New Orleans as time
expired.
Week 2 Coverage
• Sando: Singletary's 49ers
• Kuharsky: Indy ran wild against Giants
• Williamson: Chargers work for win
• Graham: Sanchez leads way
• Seifert: Could Jackson rescue Vikings?
• Walker: Bengals defense responds
• Mosley: Dallas D had no answers
• Yasinskas: Fox should start Clausen
• Sando: Troubling loss for Rams
• Williamson: Gradkowski should start
• Clayton: Last call
• Countdown Replay: Patriots-Jets Singletary knows but one way. He's a sledgehammer, which
can be brutally effective, but winning football sometimes requires a scalpel,new nike jerseys, too.
It's a game of precision,new nike nfl, calculation and savvy, not just brute force, determination and
impulse (as when Singletary,football jerseys, so eager to stomp out the Saints after halftime,flag
football jersey,authentic nhl jerseys, opted to take the Candlestick wind at his back in the third
quarter, even though New Orleans was getting the ball to start the half).
"We whupped their behind up and down the field," said running back Frank Gore, who did a lot of
that whupping with 112 yards on 20 carries. "They couldn't stand up with us. We beat ourselves.
We beat ourselves for the second week in a row. We have got to change."
Singeltary wasn't claiming moral victory even though there was much to like about the poise and
skill quarterback Alex Smith showed in leading the tying touchdown drive in the final two minutes.
Singletary knew his team gave up a safety when it couldn't execute a shotgun snap,nfl nike 2012
jerseys,hockey practice jersey, suffered two interceptions inside the New Orleans' 30-yard line,
muffed a punt with the game on the line,youth football jerseys, lost a fumble inside the Saints' 10
and bungled substitutions on both sides of the ball.
"My mindset is when we stop defeating ourselves,how to make a football jersey,throwback hockey
jerseys, when we stop putting the ball on the ground, when we stop doing things to hurt ourselves,
we are going to be a good football team," Singletary said. "How good,custom nfl football
jerseys,cheap nfl authentic jerseys, that remains to be seen. That is my feeling after this game."
It's my feeling the 49ers will claim the NFC West title and possibly win a home playoff game

against a flawed opponent. That will represent real progress for an organization that hasn't
experienced a winning season since 2002. The 49ers might even find out Smith is the right
quarterback, after all. Like never before, Smith showed up in the fourth quarter on a national stage
-- scrambling for first downs, solving the blitz, commanding the offense at the line of scrimmage and
inspiring confidence in his teammates.
"The guy is poised," right guard Adam Snyder said. "He has confidence in his game and I'm proud
of him,nike nfl 2012 uniforms, real proud of him."
"Alex is a great quarterback,penn state football jersey," left tackle Joe Staley said.
"I thought he did a great job,is nike taking over the nfl," tight end Vernon Davis said.
ALEX SMITH BY DEFENSIVE FORMATION
3-4 4-3 Comp Pct 81.8 64.3 TD-INT 1-0 0-2 Passer Rtg 128.4 56.0 Smith played well because the
49ers were running the ball almost at will. They lined up the way they line up in Singletary's
sweetest dreams,official nfl jersey,2012 nfl nike jerseys,jersey shop, usually with two tight ends
and often with two running backs backs. The Saints could not match up except for when they were
picking off tipped passes or poking the ball free from 49ers tight end Delanie Walker at the New
Orleans' 8. The 49ers finished this game with huge advantages in first downs (24-17),Cheap NCAA
Jerseys, total yards (417-287) and average gain per offensive play (7.2 to 4.5).
And still they lost.
"I have a lot of emotions right now," Smith said. "Frustrated. In the end,university of maryland
football jersey,nike nfl Jerseys 2012, it's a loss just like last week. Lose by one, lose by
whatever,wholesale authentic nfl jerseys, it doesn't matter. There are some better things to take
away from it,nike nfl football, but still killing ourselves, turnovers,nike pro combat uniforms nfl,
especially today in the red zone. Three turnovers where we were in or on the fringe of the red
zone. Walk away with field goals on all three of those and we put up 30 points today on a pretty
good defense, let alone we hand them two points on the first series."
The 49ers spent the last week determined to eliminate communication problems that prevented
Smith from receiving play calls in time. Those problems did not recur, but the 49ers still took a
delay penalty after Davis failed to get into the huddle on time. They nearly took a penalty for having
12 defenders on the field when rookie linebacker NaVorro Bowman barely made it to the sideline
before the ball was snapped.
"We're a smart football team," Snyder said. "Things happen. It's a game. We overcame a lot.
Obviously,nfl youth jerseys, there are things we need to work on to get better and win games and I
believe in us and I know everyone in this locker room believes in us."
This performance,nfl nike jerseys, though obviously flawed, marked progress from the 31-6 defeat
San Francisco suffered at Seattle in Week 1. The 49ers are 0-2, but they're only one game out of
the NFC West lead and they're the only team in the division that could have played the Saints so
tough Monday night.
"We got a lot of respect for them," Saints coach Sean Payton said. "We just weren't going to turn
the ball over. We were going to be smart."
I is not really heading to expose you, you honestly are you able to of the sccor Marquis and elders,
however, if you take place to dare to say the key of our sisters in the front of others, hum ?- the
enormous fist of energy invested on the max tn the hand beating shining blue brightness of her little

face reflected twinkling, truly horrible. I hastened on the daytime of the significant oath: A small
people beings, what's the honor? Master, so to speak, while in the future, if I reveal your secrets, I
would die free of sons, Budehaosi daily struck by lightning a 100 times, to the pan and diminished
the flames, and obtain the ordered ?-?- own vicious oath curse seems to wait around for them to
die the same, in fact,jersey nfl cheap, in obtain to conserve your life, regardless of the facts which
i can confirm that ACE would put me over a horse, allow me do her slaves, but who knows she is
not really heading to be constructed nervous , instantly changed his mind?

